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Purpose

TrueRMS reduces the effect of network interference on the 
accuracy of voltage measurement when the voltage shape is 
different from the sinusoid.  Thanks to this algorithm, the relay 
will turn off the load before the voltage surge negatively affects 
the connected devices.

True RMS

This model allows you not to turn off the equipment in case of 
voltage deviations that are safe in size and duration. This 
reduces the number of emergency shutdowns with short-term 
and insignificant voltage output outside the established limits.

Professional load  
switch-off model

Overheating protection
If the temperature inside the housing exceeds the norm, an 
emergency shutdown will occur until the temperature drops 
below 60 °C. If the protection works more than 5 times during 
the day, the relay will be blocked, until you switch it on manually.

ZUBR voltage monitoring relay professionally protects 
household and industrial appliances from dangerous 
fluctuations of voltage, current and power in the network. After 
normalization of the network parameters, the relay will 
automatically supply power to loading.
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ZUBR MF

Voltage monitoring 
relay with current and 
power control

 ZUBR MF multifunctional relay is designed to protect the single 
phase electric network from unacceptable voltage deviations, as 
well as exceeding current consumption and actual power. 


With it, you can limit the actual power consumption of 
connected equipment. The relay operates on the cutoff 
principle: if the set values are exceeded, it turns off the load. 
It is additionally equipped with thermal protection.

Purpose:
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ZUBR D2 White

indication

Red 
indication

Compact relay 
with maximum 
functions

ZUBR D2 voltage monitoring relay is designed to protect 
equipment from excessive voltage fluctuations. In case of 
emergency, the device switches off the load. Relays are used in 
single-phase alternating current networks (230 V). It is 
additionally equipped with thermal protection.

Purpose:
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The solid power section eliminates possible 
heating at the connection points.

Using a switching power supply increases  
the life of devices. Absence of metal film 
capacitors, which eventually lose their 
properties (their capacity) as a result of 
dielectric degradation.

HIGH RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY

Professional electricians value 
us for quality and functionality

Decreased energy consumption.

The use of a switching power supply reduces its 
own energy consumption.

Watch detailed review of ZUBR D2 and its 
installation in the switchboard for the 
apartment in the video on YouTube — 
elektrik-sam.info

Why do professionals 
prefer ZUBR D2?

Special ventilation holes for removing heat 
from the device.

Easy standardized connection: 
no need to use when connecting the neutral 
terminal. Convenient connection of phase and 
zero input — to upper terminals, output — to 
lower.

Internal temperature sensor.  
If the temperature inside the case exceeds  
80 °C, the relay will switch off the voltage, until 
the temperature turns to normal.

Powerful crimp terminals

Design and usability settings

Screen brightness adjustment 

Abbreviations for the names of menu items 
decoded. Press the «i» button to see the full 
name of the menu section on the screen. 

Well-designed construction  
of the case

ENHANCED SAFETY

The case which does not support 
combustion from self-extinguishing European 
polycarbonate with addition of flame retardants, 
which interfere with combustion.
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+60 % — D2 sales growth, compared to the previous year. This is the fastest growth among ZUBR relays.  
If D2 were stocks, I would invest in them!   

Commercial Director
Anna Nizeika



Rated load current

Switching power supply

Thermal protection

Professional load switch-off model

Restrictions on current

View the latest voltage alarm

Switch-on load delay
Adjustable time before switching on the load after an accident. It is used to protect compressor equipment, such as 
refrigerators to increase the service life.

Adjustable delay in case of voltage failure
For more accurate adjustment of the protection response time for AC fails.

Choice of delay type
Types of switch-on delay: countdown from the beginning of the accident or from the moment of voltage recovery.

Housing width

Restrictions on active power

True RMS

Correction of screen indications

Screen brightness adjustment 

Alarm log

Comparison of single-phase DIN rail 
voltage monitoring relays

Terneo SRZ
SRZ RED

/
 Terneo RZ Terneo RZ 2M Terneo VT

MF

voltage and current

3 modules

25, 32, 

40, 50, 63 А

D2

100 values

voltage

2 modules

40, 50, 63 А

Dt

50 values

voltage

3 modules

25, 32, 

40, 50, 63 А

D

50 values

voltage

3 modules

16, 25, 32, 

40, 50, 63 А



Three-phase voltage 

monitoring relay 
To protect industrial and domestic three-phase electrical equipment (including three-phase 
electric motors) from exceeding the permissible voltage limits, asymmetry (skew), adhesion and 
phase rotation.

Purpose:


Choice of delay type
Types of switch-on delay: countdown from the beginning of the accident or from the 
moment of voltage recovery.

Alarm log

Switch-on load delay
Adjustable time before switching on the load after an accident. It is used to protect compressor 
equipment, such as refrigerators to increase the service life.

True RMS

100 values

Professional load switch-off model

Correction of screen indications for each of the phases
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Current monitoring relay 

To protect electrical equipment, in particular electric motors, from overloads or current deviations 
from set limits.

Purpose:

Switch-on load delay
Adjustable time before switching on the load after an accident. It is used to protect compressor 
equipment, such as refrigerators to increase the service life.

Alarm log 25 values

Switch-off load delay
If the current limit is exceeded, the relay turns off the power after the set time.

Rated load current:

Housing width:

5 A

3 modules

ZUBR 3F
Used with contactor

Configurable for motor protection

Thermal protection

True RMS

Correction of screen indications

Rated load current:

Housing width:

25, 32, 40, 50, 63 А

3 modules

ZUBR I
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Functional: Functional:



ZUBR D6 red Occupies only 6 modules.

Voltage monitoring 
relay with two operating 
modes: 
single-phase and 
three-phase load

To protect domestic and industrial electrical equipment from 
dangerous voltage deviations.


It can work as three single-phase relays in one case with 
independent settings and as a three-phase relay with a 
contactor. It is a financially more profitable solution, than buying 
three separate voltage relays for a similar current.

Purpose:

ZUBR D6 
comparison
with three single-
phase and three-
phase relays

Single-phase load mode

Thermal protection

Correction of screen  
indications

Alarm log

Adjustable number  
of actuations in a row

In case of instability in the network, 
function allows limiting the 
number of repeated relay 
actuations in  
a row to reduce their detrimental 
effect on protected equipment.


Adjustable  
voltage hysteresis

In case of instability in the 
network, it reduces the number 
of repeated relay outages.


Nominal current

Power relay

True RMS, PRO model 

Three-phase load mode

Width

Switch-on load delay

ZUBR D6 red

6 modules

40, 50, 63 А

ZUBR Dt (3 pcs)

50 values99 values

9 modules

25, 32, 40, 50, 63 А

ZUBR 3F

100 values

3 modules 
+ contactor

5 А

ZUBR D2 (3 pcs)

100 values

6 modules

40, 50, 63 А

2 types

from the moment  

of voltage recovery or 
the relay is turned off

1 type

from the moment 

of voltage recovery

2 types

from the moment  

of voltage recovery or 
the relay is turned off

2 types

from the moment  

of voltage recovery or 
the relay is turned off



ZUBR SR1 White

indication

Red

indication

Voltage monitoring 
relay in socket

Designed to protect household appliances (TV, refrigerators, 
video and audio equipment, etc.) from dangerous voltage 
deviations.


Socket relays are a great solution, if it is not possible to install a 
relay on the DIN rail in the switchboard or you want to set a 
longer delay for compressor equipment, such as a refrigerator.

Purpose:

For equipment sensitive to frequent voltage 
outages (for example, refrigerators or air 
conditioners), we recommend setting the 
delay duration to 2-3 minutes. 
It will allow to increase the service life of the 
compressor.

Protect from unsafe voltage 
and increase the service life 
of your favorite equipment
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Rated load current

Button block

Switching power supply

Screen brightness adjustment 

Alarm log

Switch-on load delay
Adjustable time before switching on the load after an accident. It is used to protect compressor equipment, such as 
refrigerators to increase the service life.

Thermal protection

Professional load switch-off model

True RMS

Correction of screen indications

Overall dimensions

Comparative characteristics 
of socket voltage monitoring 
relays
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SR1

106 х 60 х 76 mm

16 А

R1

124 х 57 х 83 mm

50 values

16 А
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If you are not an electrician or there is no place in the switchboard, or the repair works have been already done,  
. It is even possible 

to protect several devices with a total power of up to 3 kW by using an extension cable.
you can protect expensive equipment by purchasing a voltage relay in socket

Export sales manager
Kristina Lisova



Voltmeter-amperemeters

Number of phases

Measurement of voltage , V

Measurement of reactive power, kVAr

Measurement of full power, kVA

Correction of screen indications

Network deviation log

Screen brightness adjustment

Housing width

Measurement of current, A

Measurement of active power, kW

Storage of min and max voltage

cos φ measurement

Control of phase alternation

Designed for domestic or industrial use, to improve the electrical panel and for visual 
indication of network parameters. For example, you can install it in an apartment where there 
is already a voltage monitoring relay, but without indication. These devices are indicators, 
they do not protect, only measure and show.

Purpose:
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VA-1 redV1 V3

2 modules

voltage and current

1

3 modules

voltage

3

3 modules

voltage

1
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Devices are produced annually for domestic and 
industrial use.

producing deviceslocation of the manufacturer
Since 2013Kyiv, Ukraine

The control includes inspection of all stages  
of production, including SMD and output 
installation, input control of components, 
casting of cases, testing of devices work on 
the stand, quality control of all set of delivery 
at packing.

terneo and ZUBR products 
undergo multi-stage  
quality control
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The installer takes all the necessary elements 
one by one and quickly and meticulously 
places them on the solder paste.

Own SMD board  
assembly line

Additional soldering area in Bucha.

1500 m2 plant in Kiev

This provides us independence from third-
party contractors, the ability to fully control 
the quality of products, supply of materials 
and quality of production.

Own injection  
molding machine 
for casting cases

580 000



You can always ask us any 
question in a convenient way   
for you

Full description of functions and technical characteristics, instructions 
for installation and operation you will find in the card of each product 
on our website.

www.ds-electronics.com.ua/en/

The manufacturer reserves the right to change the specifications of thedevices without additional messages. In order to avoid 
confusion whenpurchasing the devices, follow the installation and operation manual andinformation from the sellers.

v.05.22

support@dse.com.ua
E-mail

Contacts

Phone

+380 (91) 481-91-81 
Viber, Telegram, WhatsApp

mon-fri 9:00–17:30  
Kyiv time UTC+2

Working hours

More information about 
our products and plant 
on social networksTo guarantee quality protection, the relay goes through a


 test at normal and non-normal voltage.

Each device is tested 
according to an individual 
program

Laser application on 

housings

The robotization of production increases  
the accuracy of technological processes and 
minimizes the influence of the human factor.

Robots for high-quality 
soldering

http://www.ds-electronics.com.ua/en

